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â€œIt was a mesmerizing cozy witch mystery filled with culinary delights, witty animals and powerful

spellsâ€•â€œYou canâ€™t help but love Jane Summers as a small town sleuth. Itâ€™s filled with

laughter, twists and turns that will have you guessing to the very end. A great series.â€•Nothing is

what it seems in Crystal Cove, especially when you are a witch. When Janeâ€™s cousin, Hattie

relocates to the island from out west, their entire family is walking on eggshells. Janeâ€™s father is

certain the council is out to get them, Lizzy couldnâ€™t give two hoots as long as she can keep

shopping for shoes and Agatha just might have a potion that will come in handy.But when a murder

occurs and their cousin is the one police are investigating, Jane is forced back into sleuthing and

using her spells to catch the killer.Is it part of the councilâ€™s plan? Are a band of witch hunters

trying to lure them out? And will Max discover Jane is a witch before the murderer strikes

again?Read all nine books in the Crystal Cove Mystery Series:Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder

Most Horrid: Book 1Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Peculiar: Book 2Witches of Crystal Cove:

Murder Most Sudden: Book 3Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Foul: Book 4Witches of Crystal

Cove: Murder Most Twisted Book 5Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Odd: Book 6Witches of

Crystal Cove: Murder Most Mysterious: Book 7Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Ghastly: Book

8Witches of Crystal Cove: Murder Most Frightful: Book 9
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I love this series, I cannot say enough about this series, if you love witch books this is a series to go

for, it is entertaining, fun to read, light, funny, When the Summer's sisters go to New York for their

aunt's funeral, they end up staying to investigate her supposedly "suicide". Well they start

investigating and they find out that it wasn't a suicide.....you will have to read and find out yourself

the juicy details, but I do recommend to read the books. I hope you find them entertaining and fun

as I have....

Except for being a different set of suspects, book 2 is almost identical to book 1. There's a murder,

the wrong person is in custody, Jane casts a spell to make herself appear as Max to the suspects

and questions them. Jane then casts a spell so they don't remember things, Jane solves the crime

as Max shows up, and then "wipes" his memory so he forgets the witchcraft. Then finally Jane and

Max have a date. It was a great concept in book 1 but by book 2, it is reminiscent of the Scooby Doo

cartoon.....there's a mystery, the gang searches for clues & then the big reveal at the end. No

emotion, no connection with the town or people other than those directly involved, and no aspects of

everyday life. Very clinical. This series has the potential to be 5 plus stars, but it needs more depth

and more to the story than Jane questioning suspects as well as solving the crime the exact same

way every time. I gave it 3 stars because it did keep me reading to find out the "whodunnit", and I do

like Jane and her wit. I'm going to continue with the books already released. I do hope that the

author makes changes in future books to make this series more well rounded. As I stated, it does

have great potential to be so much more than cut/paste of different suspects each book.UPDATE:

After reading more books in this series, I wanted to update this review. I find the books get much

better with each one. The mysteries remain filled with twists and turns and still keep me guessing

right up until the end. I believe this series will continue to grow with more non mystery dialogue, and

more focus/details on the use of magic.

This book could definitely use decent editing, especially correct grammar. ...at around about 11

a.m...... each of the three words are stand alone. "At" implies a specific time, while both "around"

and "about" imply a close time and only one of the words should be used.That said, this is a very

quick read. Very little character development and predictable storyline. I gave this book 3 stars



because it was a middle of the road read and just an hour and a half distraction before I went to

bed.

I found these books one day and finished them the next. I was so relieved to see the low ratings on

another of the series was unwarrented. These books are light hearted, easy to follow, a lil

humor.....The stories are just plain entertaining. EXACTLY what I was looking for. I read all

kinds....serious, romance, mystery. I read paranormal. But I get so tired of the whole "same ole

same ole" throw in a vamp, were, shifter to make it sell kinda books. I've read MANY that I loved.

Some serous, some light. THESE were just what I needed. Nothing bloody, too serious or hard to

follow. I needed something to take my mind off stress. These did the job and were entertaining at

the same time. I prefer to read "witch" books. There were NOT over the top. HIGH PRAISE

Enjoyable, but short. Afternoon at the beach? Perfect. You will be able to start and finish. Just when

you are getting into story, it's done. Will try book 3. If it follows exact same pattern as books 1 & 2,

will probably be the last of the series I read.

There is another murder in Crystal Cove. The strongest suspect seems to be Jane's cousin. Jane's

dad sees conspiracy behind every situation. Max is capable of investigation without help, but Jane

and her sisters want their cousin cleared yesterday. So off they all go, crisscrossing as they labor

throughout the suspect list. Who will get credit for solving this murder? What is out in the woods?

Why won't Jane's dad talk about his deceased wife?

It took me reading the second book to come to terms with the author's mystery solving format. I

realized it was a lot like the Hercule Poirot "ah ha" moment. Every suspect gets questioned, then

Jane has the "ah ha" moment and the murder is solved. Sometimes the reader doesn't see the clue

that turns the key. Yet, it is an easy read, the characters are cozy and the story unfolds.

Another great book in the Crystal Cove series. Jane ,Lizzy and Agatha are as different as night and

day but when it comes to solving murders Jane's analytical powers can't be beat. I can't wait to get

the next book. I would recommend this book and series to anyone who enjoys paranormal, witches

and mysteries.
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